Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<Begin missions Summary-- Andromeda 10101.14>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Shann says:
The USS Andromeda is await the arrival of it's new captain, and preparing for launch after some much needed upgrades and repairs.

Host Shann says:
Once they have formally launched they are  ordered to the Aldeban system to  take care of some minor conflicts with in the system,

Host Shann says:
Otherwise good luck and may any deity you believe in have mercy upon you because you will need it <G>

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Rogers says:
::Sitting at his console, thinking::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
::In Sickbay, finishing crew physical updates in the computer::

CNS_Shania says:
::walks into her quarters and puts that little sleeping furball on the couch::

XO_Kalla says:
::In the Observation Lounge getting ready to call senior officers.::

CEO_Martin says:
::sitting at one of the various consoles in engineering doing last minute check ups on various systems::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Punches up a few things to make sure those engineers didn't screw any of his stuff up::

FCO_Durron says:
::Walking towards the bridge::

CTO_Senek says:
::Finishes diagnostics of the weapon systems::

XO_Kalla says:
::Walks to the head of the table. Punches the comm button.::

CNS_Shania says:
FB: You arrive at your home and sleep right through it. ::shakes head and smiles::

CO-Zier says:
::waits patiently to head to the Andy on SB::

XO_Kalla says:
*OPS*: I am expecting our new FCO send him here when he arrives.

OPS_Rogers says:
*XO*: Aye, commander.

Host ADM_Najeri says:
@CO: impatient?

CSO_Sketek says:
::In science lab one::

FCO_Durron says:
::walks on to the bridge::

CNS_Shania says:
::gets a coffee from the replicator::

CO-Zier says:
ADM: No sir just wondering what the crew is like.

OPS_Rogers says:
FCO: Welcome. Please report to the observation lounge to report for duty. ::points::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
@CO:  like most much of the senior staff is either Vulcan, human or Klingon.

CTO_Senek says:
::Runs diagnostics on shields and tactical sensors::

XO_Kalla says:
::Punches up the last reports to check at their accuracy.::

FCO_Durron says:
OPS: Yes sir.  Thank you sir ::starts for the observation lounge::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
ACTION: most things are working at best of not faster speeds

CEO_Martin says:
::stands to get a snack from the replicator, she's been doing these check ups since she returned to the Andy to make sure that those...other engineers didn't mess up her ship...::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Looks at the power and communications systems to see if those crazy SB engineers did anything bad to them::'

XO_Kalla says:
::Notices that the ship wide drills in reporting and path-of-command went satisfactorily.::

FCO_Durron says:
::Enters the Observation Lounge::

CNS_Shania says:
::starts unpacking::

CO-Zier says:
@ADM: Well I guess we find out soon enough.

Host ADM_Najeri says:
@CO: if they aren’t' there will be serious whip cracking to do

FCO_Durron says:
XO: Sir Ens. Durron reporting.

XO_Kalla says:
::Looks up. Gets up:: FCO: Ensign Durron. Welcome on board.

CO-Zier says:
ADM: Aye sir that there will be.

FCO_Durron says:
XO: Thank you sir.

Host ADM_Najeri says:
@::looks around:: CO: he was suppose to meet us here.....

XO_Kalla says:
FCO: You will have to adapt fairly fast as we are on our way out on a mission. I trust that will not be a problem.

CO-Zier says:
@ADM: Well I say we head over and see what this crew has to offer sir.

XO_Kalla says:
FCO: But for now you can stay here. I will call the other officers in too.

XO_Kalla says:
::Presses the comm button.:: General: All senior officers report to the observation lounge.

FCO_Durron says:
XO: No problem sir.

CTO_Senek says:
::Hears XO::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
@::Grumbles::  CO: Typical.. yes no sense waiting... :: heads off and shows clearance to get aboard the ship::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Leaves the science lab and heads for the nearest TL::

CNS_Shania says:
::hears the XO and heads out her quarters::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*XO*: Understood, on my way, Ma'am. Ravenprowler, out.:

CO-Zier says:
@::follow ADM aboard the Andy::

CTO_Senek says:
::Leaves the bridge and enters the observation lounge::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Gets up and goes into the OL::

CEO_Martin says:
::hears the announcement, and puts aside her snack of cheese and crackers, and heads for the TL in Eng.::

XO_Kalla says:
FCO: Your seat is there. ::Points to her own old seat.::

CNS_Shania says:
::enters TL:: TL: Observation Lounge

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters the TL:: Deck One::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Arrives on the Observation Lounge::

CTO_Senek says:
::Takes a seat at OL::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: exits the TL and enters the OL, stands at attention::

FCO_Durron says:
XO: yes sir. ::sits down in the seat that the XO pointed to::

XO_Kalla says:
CO: Captain Turner. All senior staff is in the OL now, sir.

CNS_Shania says:
::steps out of the TL and walks into the lounge::

Captain_Turner says:
::Quietly enters the OL::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
:: walks on to the bridge fo the Andromeda::

XO_Kalla says:
::Moves away from the head of the table.::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
::walk into the OL::

CEO_Martin says:
::gets off the TL on the bridge, and goes to the OL::

CNS_Shania says:
::nods to everyone in the lounge and remains standing next to the door::

CO-Zier says:
::follows the Adm onto the bridge::

OPS_Rogers says:
::sees the ADM and goes to attention::

XO_Kalla says:
::Stands at attention.::

CNS_Shania says:
::sees the ADM enter and goes to attention::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
::walks to head of table , grimacing::

CTO_Senek says:
::Stands up AA::

CEO_Martin says:
::enters the OL and finds a place in there near the back...::

FCO_Durron says:
::stand up and stands at attention::

CEO_Martin says:
::stays standing and goes AA::

CSO_Sketek says:
::AA::

Captain_Turner says:
:AA:

Host ADM_Najeri says:
ALL: At ease everyone.

XO_Kalla says:
::Stands at ease.::

CTO_Senek says:
::Sits down::

Captain_Turner says:
::AE::

FCO_Durron says:
::stands at ease::

OPS_Rogers says:
::AE::

CEO_Martin says:
::relaxes a bit, but stays standing::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
Turner:  I see  you  are here Captain Zier and I were waiting for you on the Star base/ ::bit irritated::

CNS_Shania says:
::stands at ease::

Captain_Turner says:
::Whispers:: CTO: He said at ease Lt. Not relax.

Host ADM_Najeri says:
::glares::

CTO_Senek says:
::Stands up again::

Captain_Turner says:
ADM: I had things to attend to sir. My apologies.

XO_Kalla says:
::Raises an eyebrow but stays silent.::

CO-Zier says:
::looks around at the crew::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
::clears throat::  All: As you all know Captain Turner has accepts another position and will be leaving you fine ship.  Which leaves you with out a captain.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Looks around and sees that Zier has 4 pips and thinks that he's Zier is the CO::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
ALL:  star fleet has decided on who it shall be...  Captain Zier, if you please.....

CO-Zier says:
::hands over the box to Captain Turner::

Captain_Turner says:
Zier: Thank you Captain. ::Takes the box::

Captain_Turner says:
XO: Commander Kalla front and center!

XO_Kalla says:
::Takes two steps forward.::

Captain_Turner says:
XO: For diligence and excellence in performance of your duty on this ship, by order of Starfleet Command I hereby promote you to Commanding Officer off the USS Andromeda and the rank of Captain with all the responsibilities and privileges that it entails.

Host ADM_Najeri says:
Congratulations Captain ::offers hand::

Captain_Turner says:
::Takes a set of pips out and removes the one hollow one from Kalla's collar and places two solids instead::

XO_Kalla says:
::Shakes her head.:: CO: Thank you, sir.

Captain_Turner says:
XO: Congratulations Captain. I wish you all the best. Do me proud. ::Smiles and shakes Kalla's hand::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
CO-Zier: Think she can whip this crew into shape?

XO_Kalla says:
::Still unable to respond.::

CO-Zier says:
ADM: Aye sir I believe she can.

Captain_Turner says:
ADM: All due respect sir I think their in pretty good shape as it is. ::Smiles at his old crew::

Host ADM_Najeri says:
ADM:  Good, and I hope to hear glowing reports from you captain.

XO_Kalla says:
::Pulls herself together.:: ADM: The crew of the Andromeda is a well-functioning unit already, sir.

Host ADM_Najeri says:
Turner:  Well I'm sure she can make them even better.  For now this ship has a  duty to perform and we need to let them do it.

Captain_Turner says:
ADM: I have no doubt of that sir. Lets be on our way.

CO_Kalla says:
::Looks at Turner.:: Captain: Thank you, sir. I will do my best to fill your shoes, as you say on earth.

Host ADM_Najeri says:
:: turns on heel and leaves observation lounge::

CO-Zier says:
::Follows the Adm out::

Captain_Turner says:
CO Kalla: I have all the faith in the galaxy. Keep in touch Captain. ::Grins and shakes Kalla's hand again then follows the Admiral::

CO_Kalla says:
::Looks around her, then notices something.:: All: Let's get back to our stations, people.

CNS_Shania says:
::slips out of the lounge and walks back to her quarters::

Captain_Turner says:
::Over shoulder:: All: That goes for the rest of you too. Keep in touch. And that’s an order! ::Smiles and leaves::

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Yes... captain.

CO_Kalla says:
::Turns and walks onto the bridge.:: All: Departure in five minutes.

CTO_Senek says:
::Leaves to the bridge::

CSO_Sketek says:
::Enters the bridge and takes the science station::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Goes onto bridge and back to station::

FCO_Durron says:
CO: yes sir ::walks to his bridge station::

CO_Kalla says:
FCO: I assume you know the new course, ensign.

CEO_Martin says:
CO: yes ma'am ::leaves the OL and takes her place at the engineering station on the bridge::

FCO_Durron says:
CO: yes sir.

CTO_Senek says:
::Stands at tactical::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: leaves the OL and enters the TL Deck 8 Sickbay::

CNS_Shania says:
::enters her quarters and finds the furball.....chewing on one of her shoes:: FB: Hey! What do you think you are doing there mister?

Host CO_Kalla says:
OPS: Get clearance from Star base for departure.

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Aye, capn. ::Hails the SB to get permission for departure::

Host CO_Kalla says:
FCO: Get ready to leave dock.

Host CO_Kalla says:
CTO, CSO; CEO: All ready, I assume.

FCO_Durron says:
::prepares to depart::

Host Shann says:
<Star base> Andromeda:  Permission granted and good luck.....

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: Science is fully functional and ready for departure.

CTO_Senek says:
CO: Everything is in order, sir.

CEO_Martin says:
CO: ready and waiting for orders

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
::enters Sickbay::

OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: SB: Thank you.

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: We have been given clearance to depart.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Closes the signal with the SB::

Host CO_Kalla says:
FCO: Take us out.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: Sickbay reports full readiness, Ma'am.:

Host CO_Kalla says:
*CMO* Glad to hear it, lt. You are welcome to join us on the bridge if you like.

CNS_Shania says:
::takes away the shoe:: FB: If you are hungry just say so or growl, whatever you are doing

FCO_Durron says:
CO: Aye Sir.::begins to ease the Andromeda away from the SB.::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: Are you feeling alright Captain?:

CNS_Shania says:
::walks to the replicator and gets milk::

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Suddenly notices she is still standing and moves towards the center seat.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
*CMO* Quite alright thank you.

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The Andromeda moves slowly away from the star base until it has clearance enough to go to warp.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: I will remain at my post, thank you, Captain:

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: The seat is yours to take now.

FCO_Durron says:
CO: We are clear for warp Sir.

Host CO_Kalla says:
::Looks at CSO.:: CSO: Yes.

Host CO_Kalla says:
FCO: Good. Do it. ::Sits down.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
FCO: Warp factor 4.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Keeps searching for problems so that he won't be surprised later on::

FCO_Durron says:
::goes to warp 4::

Host Shann says:
ACTION : The Andromeda jumps to warp.

Host CO_Kalla says:
CTO: Make sure we are ready to tackle a bit of everything as we are moving into hostile territory.

CNS_Shania says:
::puts it down in front of the furball and watches him drink:: FB: Kate is nuts, you know. What am I supposed to do with you here on the ship?

Host CO_Kalla says:
CSO: I want a full report on the information available on the two species in the system.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Wonders if we will go to yellow alert::

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: Aye, sir.

CTO_Senek says:
CO: All systems are in top condition. Should I raise yellow alert before we enter the system?

FCO_Durron says:
CO: We are at warp 4 sir.

Host CO_Kalla says:
CTO: Hold that for now.

CTO_Senek says:
CO: Yes sir.

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The Andromeda is just coming into the outer rim of the Alderban system

Host CO_Kalla says:
CTO: I believe it would be prudent to raise shields.

FCO_Durron says:
CO: We are entering the outer edge of the Alderban system.

CTO_Senek says:
::Scans the system for any vessels::

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: Sir, the two factions on this system are old human colonies. Both are constitutional monarchies. No known reason for disagreements.

Host CO_Kalla says:
FCO: Move into the system at warp 1.

Host Shann says:
ACTION:   a pleading call from help is coming from a damaged shuttle heading toward the ship.

FCO_Durron says:
CO: Aye Sir ::slows to warp 1::

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: We are getting a distress call from a damaged shuttle that is heading towards us, capn.

CTO_Senek says:
::Raises shields::

Host CO_Kalla says:
OPS: On screen, lt.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: prepares a biobed for incoming wounded, just in case::

Host CO_Kalla says:
FCO: Slow to impulse.

CSO_Sketek says:
::Scanning the shuttle::

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Aye. ::puts the signal on screen:: CO: Onscreen.

FCO_Durron says:
CO: Aye Sir ::slows to impulse::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  A young human women appears. Her eye sir black , her lip is split.

Host CO_Kalla says:
COMM: Shuttle: This is the USS Andromeda. May we be of assistance?

Host Shann says:
@COMM: ANDY:  Please help us...  if he finds us he will kill me.. please.. my ship is badly damaged please help me... :: crying::

Host CO_Kalla says:
CTO: Full tactical scan of vessel.

Host CO_Kalla says:
CEO: Status of the vessel, lt.

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: Sir, the ship is severely damaged by weapons fire.

CTO_Senek says:
::Scans the shuttle::

CEO_Martin says:
::starts scanning for the shuttles status::

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Would you like for me to tractor it into the shuttle bay, sir?

Host CO_Kalla says:
OPS; Can we take the whole shuttle in or beam the people on board?

Host CO_Kalla says:
COMM: Shuttle: Who is after you?

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Which would you prefer? I can do both.

CNS_Shania says:
::picks up the furball and walks to her office:: FB: I need a name for you, too. Can't keep calling you furball.

Host CO_Kalla says:
*CMO*  We have met a damaged shuttle. Please report to the bridge.

Host CO_Kalla says:
CEO: Do you recommend taking the shuttle in one of our cargo bays?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: Bridge, Ma'am?:

CTO_Senek says:
CO: It's a simple passenger shuttle. It is unarmed and its shields have failed.

CSO_Sketek says:
::Checking scanners for other ships::

CEO_Martin says:
CO: I think so, yes, life support is failing, and it's engines are going too...

Host CO_Kalla says:
OPS: Bring the shuttle in we may learn about the technology level in this sector.

Host Shann says:
@COMM:  CO:  PLEESE... help us... Lord Winston  he will kill me if he catches me please.....

Host CO_Kalla says:
COMM: Shuttle. We will bring you into our shuttle bay.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: Captain, Ma'am suggest you transport any injured to sickbay for evaluation:

Host CO_Kalla says:
*CMO* Actually we are bringing the shuttle to shuttle bay 1. So it would be a good idea to meet it there.

Host CO_Kalla says:
CEO, CTO: Meet the shuttle in SB1.

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Attempts to beam the shuttle into the shuttle bay::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*:Aye, Captain, Ravenprowler out.:

CEO_Martin says:
CO: yes ma'am! ::stands and heads for the TL::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: grabs her med kit and runs for the TL::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  can not be beamed must be tractored in

CNS_Shania says:
::Walks into her office and puts the furball on the ground then sits down:: FB: Behave eh?

CTO_Senek says:
::Leaves the bridge and heads for TL::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
::enters the TL and heads for the SB1::

OPS_Rogers says:
::Attempts to tractor the shuttle into a cargo bay::

CEO_Martin says:
::steps onto the TL:: CPU: Shuttle Bay 1

Host Shann says:
ACTION: The shuttle is tractored into the shuttle bay.

CNS_Shania says:
::picks up a PADD and starts evals::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters the shuttlebay ::

CTO_Senek says:
::Waits for the TL to arrive to the shuttlebay::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: head directly to the shuttle and tries to open the door::

Host CO_Kalla says:
*CNS* We have brought onboard injured people in Shuttle Bay 1. They are being brought to sickbay.

Host Shann says:
ACTION:   The women is stumbling out and  bag in her arms .  Her shoulder looks dislocated, eye blacked, lips split. seems to have the injuries of being beaten.

CEO_Martin says:
::steps off the TL at Shuttlebay 1 and goes to the damaged shuttle::

CTO_Senek says:
::Arrives at SB1 and heads to the shuttle::

Host CO_Kalla says:
CSO: Do a long range sensor scan of the system, please.

CTO_Senek says:
::Scans the shuttle for a bomb or active weaponry::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*OPS*:: Medical emergency, two to transport to sickbay:

CNS_Shania says:
*CO* Understood. *CMO* Doctor, do you need assistance?

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  A large vessel similar in firepower to the Andromeda comes around the 3rd planet.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: scans the survivor::

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: I've already done that. There are no other ships in sensors although the presence of planetary bodies causes places where ships could theoretically hide without being detected.

OPS_Rogers says:
*CMO* Aye. ::Attempts to beam the people to sickbay::

CEO_Martin says:
::pulls out a tricorder and starts to runs scans over the shuttle::

Host CO_Kalla says:
*CTO* Is the shuttle safe?

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  before they are beamed she hears a small sound coming from the satchel , then  is beamed to sickbay.

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: There's a large vessel coming around from the 3rd planet. Its firepower matches ours.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: materializes in Sickbay, and raises a level 5 quarantine::

CTO_Senek says:
*CO* Yes sir.

Host CO_Kalla says:
OPS: Open hailing frequencies.

OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Aye, capn. :: Hails the ship::

Host CO_Kalla says:
*CTO* Then please report back on the bridge.

Host Shann says:
ACTION: CEO find damages of the shuttle being attacked

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sits the patient on a biobed:: What is your name?:

CTO_Senek says:
*CO* Yes sir. ::Heads back to the bridge::

Host Shann says:
ACTION :  There is  another whimper/cry from the bag in her arms.

Host CO_Kalla says:
*CTO* CSO has just picked up a large ship approaching us.

Host Shann says:
<woman> CMO: Alanna .....

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: Sir, shall I slave the tactical console to my control? The ship is a potential threat.

CTO_Senek says:
*CO* Acknowledged.

CEO_Martin says:
::continues scans to see how heavily damaged the shuttle is::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
::  peeks in to the bad the Patient is carrying::

CTO_Senek says:
::Arrives at the bridge and takes tactical console::

Host CO_Kalla says:
COMM: Vessel: This is Captain Kalla of the USS Andromeda. What is your identity?

CNS_Shania says:
::shrugs as she doesn't get an answer:: Self: Guess not. ::gets back to her evals::

Host Shann says:
ACTION: At the hail a large man appears on screen, and gold circulet on his head. and a very angry look on his face.

CSO_Sketek says:
::Is relieved to see CTO back on the bridge::

CTO_Senek says:
::Makes sure that shields are still up::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  inside is a 4 month old baby boy.....

Host CO_Kalla says:
CTO: ::Sotto voce.:: Be ready to go to red alert.

CTO_Senek says:
CO: Yes sir.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: scans the women, finds an anterior  clavicle fix::

CTO_Senek says:
::Prepares the weapons for red alert::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: lifts a tiny boy out of the satchel, and smiles down at him::

Host CO_Kalla says:
COMM: Vessel: This is Captain Kalla of the USS Andromeda. What is your identity?

OPS_Rogers says:
::Wonders what the big ugly guy on the screen will say::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: it seems we have a stow away a baby  :

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: scans the infant and finds no injuries::

Host CO_Kalla says:
*CMO* I will hear about it later.

CEO_Martin says:
*CO* it seems the shuttle has been attacked, I'm still doing some more scans to find out how much damage it took

Host Shann says:
<MAN> COMM:  Andromeda: I am Lord Winsor of Aldaban 3. I demand you return my son and the devils woman who has taken him!

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

